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Abstract Gravel riverbeds naturally present a range of sediment size that can span several orders of
magnitude. However, fine sediment (i.e., size <2 mm) additions affect sediment transport and are
potentially harmful to the river ecology. Limited research has been done to understand the effects of sand
addition on gravel bed topography. For this study, we conducted flume experiments testing the effectiveness
of topography remote sensing to measure the response of a water‐worked gravel bed to varying sand
additions and bed flushing. Repeated measurements of the bed topography with through‐water
photogrammetry show that sand deposits primarily in low‐lying areas of the bed, where it is sheltered.
Observed changes in bed elevation standard deviation, skewness, and inclination index indicate a smoother
bed, as sand fills the depressions on the surface and conceals gravel imbrication. The overall bed
morphology (e.g., small bedforms and coarse grain arrangement), however, is preserved. Increasing the
sand supply resulted in a gravel bed buried by sand and the formation of sand dunes. Bed flushing with a
flow sufficient to move sand allowed a return of the bed roughness to the prepulse conditions, while
flushing the bed with a discharge equivalent to the armoring discharge reworked the normally stable
surface layer without removing infiltrated sand from the subsurface. This new data set contributes to
providing missing information on the small‐scale topographic effects of sand addition upon gravel beds. It
might be used with measurements of near‐bed flow hydraulics obtained in other studies to explain
variations of sediment transport.

1. Introduction

The addition of fine sediment (i.e., sediment <2 mm) upon gravel bed surfaces can modify the appearance
and properties of the bed considerably. Previous studies have reported effects ranging from fines filling
gaps in the surface (Allan & Frostick, 1999; Beschta & Jackson, 1979; Frostick et al., 1984; Schälchli,
1992) to the complete blanketing of the bed (Gibson et al., 2011; Kuhnle et al., 2013; Wren et al.,
2011), with various degrees in between, such as thin and patchy sand sheets over the coarser substrate
(Ferguson et al., 1989; McLean, 1981; Wooster et al., 2008). Initially these processes have drawn the
attention of the scientific community due to detrimental ecological effects in rivers. For instance, a
reduction of reoxygenating intragravel flows and habitat degradation due to fine sediment infilling a
gravel framework affect the survival rate of fish and other in‐stream biota (Julien & Bergeron, 2006;
Ryan, 1991; Zimmermann & Lapointe, 2005). Fine sediments also affect groundwater replenishment by
reducing the bed permeability (Rosenberry & Healy, 2012; Schälchli, 1992), and they are known to
provide anchorage for pollutants, such as heavy metals, radionuclides, and synthetic organic compounds
(Krou et al., 2006; Macklin et al., 1997).

Processes associated with the delivery of fine sediment in a river are generally exacerbated as a result of an
increase in fine sediment supply. Such increases may be natural, from relatively short‐term or episodic
events such as landslides, bank erosion, debris flows, and forest fires (Goode et al., 2012; Rickenmann,
1999; Sutherland et al., 2002). Anthropogenic disturbances can also result in large‐scale sediment pulses
through chronically accelerated erosion due to land use in the watershed (e.g., agriculture, forestry, and
construction), gravel and other mining activities, and sediment release following dam removal and reservoir
flushing (Downs et al., 2009; Kuhnle et al., 1996; Macklin et al., 1997; Roberts & Church, 1986). These fine
sediment pulses, of varying magnitude and duration, not only affect the river ecology but also regulate the
dynamics of sediment transport and thus the longer‐term evolution and the forms of the river channels
(Venditti et al., 2010a; Wilcock et al., 2001).
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In this context, previous research interested in sand transport over a coarse bed explored the relations
between sand supply limitation (e.g., due to the presence of an armor layer or limited supply from
upstream) and the sand bedforms that can develop (Grams & Wilcock, 2014; Kleinhans et al., 2002;
McLean, 1981; Tuijnder et al., 2009). Concerning the transport of the coarse bed fractions, the nature of
the fine sediment is an important consideration as different sediments have been shown to affect the
bed stability differently (Diplas & Parker, 1992; Perret et al., 2018). On one hand, silt and clay size
material inhibits sediment transport by adding cohesion to the substrate (Barzilai et al., 2013). On the
other hand, it is now well established that the addition of sand in gravel bed rivers can increase the gravel
transport rate (Curran & Wilcock, 2005; Iseya & Ikeda, 1987; Jackson & Beschta, 1984). Although the
exact mechanism is not completely understood, it has been associated to a reduction in the critical
Shields stress for gravel entrainment (Wilcock et al., 2001). In particular, a grain size reduction at the
bed and an increased transport capacity have been shown to counteract a tendency toward aggradation
from an increased sediment supply (Curran & Wilcock, 2005; Dudill et al., 2018). Experiments show that
not only sand, but sediment finer than the bed material, can be used to mobilize a coarse surface layer
(Venditti et al., 2010a, 2010b). Because sand addition is detrimental to river ecology, the importance of
this finding was put in the context of gravel augmentation, whereby finer gravel may be added to static
gravel armors commonly found below dams, to unlock these beds in an attempt to rejuvenate salmon
spawning gravels (Sklar et al., 2009).

Underlying mechanisms such as changes in the bed microtopography and roughness are generally invoked
to explain the increased mobility of gravel after the addition of sand. Early work (reported in Venditti et al.,
2010b) proposed that gravel transport increases due to some combination of hydraulic smoothing of the bed,
reduction in the friction angle (the pivot angle a particle must rotate over to be entrained into transport), and
a lack of disentrainment locations on the bed (Ikeda, 1984). Laboratory studies have confirmed that the
addition of finer sediment causes systematic variations in channel hydraulics that can promote the
mobilization process. In particular, measurements show an increase in the near‐bed flow velocity
(Venditti et al., 2010b; Wren et al., 2011), which was explained by finer sediment filling interstitial pockets
and smoothing the bed. Experimental observations have also recognized that coarse sediment particles
can wobble due to the flow and collisions with transported grains and that finer sediment falls in the spaces
that were previously occupied (Dudill et al., 2017). As a consequence, coarse particles rest at a higher
elevation, with an increased projection into the flow and a reduced friction angle, which both contribute
to increase the probability of entrainment. Likewise, finer sediment can fill the dips and gaps created by
entrained particles, removing potential distrainment locations, so that once gravel is entrained, it does not
come to rest again (Dudill et al., 2018).

In spite of this growing understanding, direct measurements documenting the key changes occurring at the
gravel bed surface with the addition of fine sediment have not been obtained. Also, it remains unknown if
these changes are reversible and if the bed structure returns to the prepulse conditions after the application
of a competent flow of clear water, as it has been suggested previously (Detert & Parker, 2010; Kuhnle et al.,
2016; Schälchli, 1992). Providing answers to these questions is necessary to substantiate past observations
and has potentially important repercussions for research seeking to relate the changes in the small‐scale
topography of gravel bed rivers, due to the addition of fine sediment, to their effects on the larger river
morphology and ecology. This study contributes to addressing this gap by demonstrating the effectiveness
of, and applying, state‐of‐the‐art topography remote sensing across three pilot experiments measuring the
effects of sand addition and flushing on gravel bedmicrotopography and roughness. It was hypothesized that
changes occurring at the gravel bed surface depend on the pulse morphodynamics and the initial bed
topography, adopting different expressions in response to flow, sand quantity, and the degree of shelter upon
the bed. We tested these hypotheses in a controlled flume environment using detailed measurements of
gravel bed topography with through‐water photogrammetry, while experimental parameters were
systematically varied to form a range of testing conditions. We show that repeated high‐resolution
topography measurements provide meaningful information from which the effects of sand addition and
surface flushing can be interpreted in terms of morphological changes (e.g., erosion and deposition) and
measured using roughness parameters. These novel results are substantiated by a detailed analysis of the
patterns of sand deposition and erosion, providing sedimentological explanations to the changes caused by
the delivery and flushing of fine sediment upon gravel bed surfaces.
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2. Experiments
2.1. Overview

Experiments were conducted in a 19‐m‐long, 0.45‐m‐wide, and 0.5‐m‐deep nonrecirculating tilting flume
with glass side walls at The University of Auckland (Figure 1a). Gravel beds were prepared in a 1‐m‐long,
0.45‐m‐wide, and 0.13‐m‐deep sediment recess with a vertically adjustable table (called the test section)
installed 10.4 m from the flume inlet. Natural gravel from the Tukituki River (Hawkes Bay, New
Zealand) was used, with a distribution (Figure 1b) truncated at 2 and 35 mm (i.e., no sand present), a

median grain size D50 = 11.5 mm, a sediment geometric sorting σG =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D84=D16

p
= 2.0 and a specific gravity

SG = ρS/ρW = 2.6 (where ρS and ρW are the density of sediment and water, respectively). The gravel was
water‐worked (conditions are explained below) to form a realistic and replicable bed arrangement before
sand addition.

Fine sediment pulses consisted of coarse sand (D50 = 0.9 mm, σG= 1.3, and SG= 2.6) fed into the flume using
a purpose‐built apparatus. A plastic cylinder, with a sand capacity of 60 kg, was installed vertically above the
flume centerline. A rectangular gap of adjustable size at the base of the cylinder allowed varying the feed rate
qin within a range of 0.055 to 4.07 kg/min (calibrated values). A small spinning motor with a decentered
weight was attached to the feeding apparatus. Shaking enabled a constant feed rate throughout a test. A slop-
ing plate with ridges and channels was mounted below the cylinder to spread the sand pulse across the
flume width.

To facilitate the development of homogeneous hydraulic conditions in the flume and a fully turbulent
boundary layer, the approach bed upstream of the test section was roughened by a fixed single‐particle‐thick
layer of gravel, simulating the roughness of an armored bed by using only the coarsest fractions of the gravel
mixture. The flume bed downstream of the test section was coated with a plastic mold of a stable armor
obtained at the Leichtweiss‐Institute for Hydraulic Engineering in Braunschweig, Germany (Spiller et al.,
2012), with a surface texture and structure resembling the water‐worked beds formed in our experiments.
A similar arrangement was used to verify the replicability of stable gravel armors (Bertin & Friedrich,
2018); for the present work it also ensured more homogeneous sand transport compared to using a
smooth bed.

In reporting the results of our experiment, three experimental runs (labeled Runs 3, 5, and 6) are presented.
The three runs mimic different situations whereby fine sediment is introduced in a river. These ranged from
a large magnitude short‐lived event such as a landslide or reservoir flushing (Runs 5 and 6), to more
moderate long‐lasting sediment additions resulting, for example, from changes in land use in the catchment
(Run 3). We note, however, that the pulses were by no means scaled to represent real events, as these are also
variable. Rather, it was aimed to gain a general understanding of a gravel bed's response to pulses of variable
magnitude and duration, as has been initiated by others before (e.g., Downs et al., 2009; Wooster et al., 2008).
For each run, the slope (0.5%), grain size, and surface roughness of the gravel beds were virtually the same
before sand addition, allowing comparison. Experimental conditions were then varied to assess the effect
of key parameters, including testing different sand feed rates and hydraulic conditions during sand addition
and subsequent bed flushing. The latter corresponds to the application of a clear flow of water in an
attempt to clean the bed from sand. In addition to varying the parameters presented above, the effect of sand
preconditioning of the bed (i.e., when the subsurface is already infiltrated by sand, a condition that may be
more realistic of natural gravel beds) was examined by starting the tests either from clean (i.e., sand free)
gravels (Runs 3 and 5) or from a gravel bed previously subjected to sand addition (Run 6).

Table 1 summarizes the experimental conditions used for the tests. For Runs 3 and 5 starting with a clean
gravel bed, the well‐mixed and sand‐free gravel mixture was placed in the test section, screeded flat to a
thickness of 0.13 m, parallel to the flume bed, and leveled with the surrounding fixed beds. The gravel
bed was then armored at a constant flow discharge Q = 90 L/s (called the “armoring discharge,” with
a mean flow velocity U = 0.81 m/s and water depth H = 0.245 m) until the rate of sediment transport
dropped to <1% of the initial value (armoring time ~100 hr). No sediment was fed during bed armoring,
and the bed progressively degraded until a stable armor was formed. To keep the sediment bed leveled
with the surrounding fixed beds, the sediment recess was manually adjusted upward with screw jacks
according to the rate of erosion in the test section (Bertin & Friedrich, 2018). After armoring, the surface
material was coarser than the bulk sediment (armor ratio ~1.5, Figure 1b) and formed sedimentary
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structures (e.g., grain imbrication, cluster microforms, and low‐amplitude bed undulations) typical of
natural gravel beds (Bertin et al., 2017). By applying the same forming conditions, this also enabled a
replicable bed arrangement before sand addition (Bertin & Friedrich, 2018). Sand pulses were
introduced 4 m from the channel entrance. For Run 3, two pulses of 40 kg each were added, while
the flow discharge was reduced to Q = 40 L/s (U = 0.53 m/s, H = 0.165 m), a discharge only
sufficient to move sand. To test the response of the bed to feed rate increases, sand feed rates (qin) of
0.055 and 0.095 kg/min were used for the first and the second pulses, respectively. In any case, the
feed rate was below the estimated sand transport capacity afforded by the flow, qs* = 0.4 kg/min (cf.
Table 1). Flushing the bed was done in two steps, with the flow initially continued at Q = 40 L/s,
before it was increased to Q = 90 L/s (i.e., the armoring discharge). For all runs, bed flushing started
after the pulse had completely traversed the flume and terminated when sediment transport became
negligible. Runs 5 and 6 correspond to the largest feed rate used for the tests (qin = 4.07 kg/min). For
Run 5, the same hydraulic conditions as Run 3 were used, only sand feeding was different. In this
case, the estimated transport capacity for sand was below the feed rate by a factor 10 (Table 1). For
Run 6 starting with a gravel bed already infiltrated by sand, the bed obtained at the end of Run 5
served as initial bed condition. With a flow discharge Q = 80 L/s (U = 0.76 m/s and H = 0.230 m)
during sand addition, the feed rate was approximately twice the estimated sand transport capacity. The
flow was sufficient to entrain the loose gravel, but it was unable to break the gravel armor. The
discharge was reduced to Q = 40 L/s for flushing the bed. Compared to keeping the flow rate steady
during a test, changing the discharge among the three selected values for the experiment (Q = 40, 80,
and 90 L/s) facilitated the efficient assessment of the effect of flow rate under more realistic
conditions. This also enabled testing different flow sequences by changing the combination in which
discharges are used.

Figure 1. (a) Experimental setup and (b) grain size distributions (GSDs) of gravel (both bulk mixture and armor layer) and
sand. GSDs for the bulk sediment mixtures were determined using size sieving corrected to account for the square holes
(Church et al., 1987). GSD of the armor layer was determined for the three runs using Basegrain (Detert & Weitbrecht,
2012), calibrated to provide results comparable with weight‐by‐number GSDs (Stähly et al., 2017).
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2.2. Measurements

During each run, we measured the pulse celerity, the sediment flux and
composition, and the bed topography. A 0.2‐m‐long, full‐width sediment trap
with a 0.2‐mm mesh, was installed 0.5 m downstream of the test section. After
emptying the trap, the sediment was dried, sieved, and weighed to distinguish
sand and gravel contributions to bedload. The pulse celerity was determined at
1‐m intervals along the flume length by measuring the time at which the pulse
first traversed each distance mark.

The evolution of bed topography at the test section was measured with digital
photogrammetry. Detailed information on the camera setup and the workflow
used for reconstructing digital elevation models (DEMs) is already presented
elsewhere (e.g., Bertin et al., 2015), together with a validation of DEM quality
using 3‐D‐printed ground truths. A brief overview is presented herewith. Two
Nikon D5100 cameras (16.4 Mpixel, 23.6 × 15.6 mm2 sensor size, 20‐mm fixed
focal lens) separated by 0.3 m were attached approximately 0.7 m above the
flume centerline using a carriage, with both cameras looking down vertically
at the bed, resulting in a ground pixel size ~0.15 mm. To obtain a high‐resolution
DEM of the test section (1 × 0.45 m2, 1‐mm grid spacing), three overlapping
stereo images (i.e., six images in total) were collected. Each stereo image pro-
duced one DEM, after which the three DEMs were merged (Bertin et al., 2016)
to obtain one DEM covering the full test section. To avoid draining and refilling
the flume during a run, which can impact the bed topography, photos were
taken after achieving a still water surface (H = 0.13 m) using the flume's tailgate.
Through‐water photogrammetry can produce high‐quality results comparable
with in‐air measurements if refraction effects at the air‐water interface are cor-
rectly accounted for (Dietrich, 2017), which was achieved in this study through
calibration (Bertin et al., 2013). For quality assurance testing, DEMs were
obtained both through water and in air at the end of each run. The point‐to‐point
difference between DEMs was represented by a mean absolute error and a stan-
dard deviation of error (SDE) of 0.7 ± 0.1 and 1.1 ± 0.2 mm (i.e., μ ± 1σ, n = 6),
respectively, which is comparable in quality to our previous studies (e.g., Bertin
& Friedrich, 2018) and satisfied the conditions for reliable calculations from
the DEMs.

Before analysis, DEMs were cropped to 850 × 350 mm2 to minimize any flume
wall effects, and elevations were normalized to have a zero mean bed level (i.e.,
Z50 = 0, where Z50 is the bed elevation for which 50% of the DEM elevations
are smaller). DEMs were also detrended by fitting a flat surface by least squares
to the raw elevation data, effectively removing the bed slope and photogrammetry
setup misalignment (adding tilts to DEMs), which could otherwise conceal the
topography of interest.

2.3. Analytical Methods

Roughness parameters calculated from the detrended DEMs are presented in
Table 2. They are the bed elevation standard deviation σz, skewness SK, kurtosis
Ku, structure functions' horizontal roughness lengths in streamwise and cross‐
stream directions (ΔX0 and ΔY0), and the inclination index in the flow direction
I0. These surface metrics are calculated over the complete DEM size at different
stages of the experiment to assess the effect of sand addition and flushing on
bed roughness characteristics. Readers can refer to our previous work (Bertin &
Friedrich, 2018; Groom et al., 2018) for detailed explanations of how roughness
parameters are calculated. A brief presentation of their physical meaning is pre-
sented. Surface variability about the mean elevation within a DEM is indicated
by σz, which can be used as a characteristic vertical roughness scale in flowT
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resistance equations. The degree of asymmetry of the elevation distribution is measured by SK. For gravel
beds, a positive skewness is indicative of a water‐worked and armored surface and is attributed to finer
grains filling depressions and reducing the magnitudes of surface deviations below mean bed level. Ku

provides a measure of the regularity or intermittency of the bed. A distribution characterized by heavy
tails and a narrow peak has a large kurtosis, with the variance due to infrequent extreme deviations.
Uniform and compact distributions, of frequent modestly sized deviations from the mean, are of lower
kurtosis values. ΔX0 and ΔY0 are horizontal roughness scales calculated from bed elevation structure
functions and are useful to determine the size of predominant bed features at the scale of interest. Finally,
I0 measures the relative abundance of positive and negative slopes in the flow direction, which is
indicative of grain imbrication (Millane et al., 2006).

Surface spatial variability at the grain scale was quantified for the different roughness parameters using a
moving‐window technique (Bertin et al., 2017). In light of our previous results this was done using windows
with size equal to 5D50A along both directions (i.e., square windows with axis length equal to 5 times the D50

of the bed surface material). Using the moving‐window approach, roughness parameters are obtained for
each window, while windows are moved across the DEM. An overlap between windows of 25% the window
size was used, making for both efficient computations and reliable statistics as the number of windows fitting
into the DEM neared 100.

To quantify the changes in bedmicrotopography resulting from sand addition and bed flushing, DEMs of dif-
ferences (DoDs) were produced from DEMs collected at different epochs. Before subtraction, the DEMs were
precisely aligned, both horizontally and vertically, using Matlab. The next step was to assess uncertainties in
the DoDs and the calculation of a minimum level of detection (minLOD), which is critical to distinguish real
topographic changes from the inherent noise or errors in measurements. Following the method presented in
Brasington et al. (2003), minLOD was calculated as

minLOD ¼ t
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
SDE1ð Þ2 þ SDE2ð Þ2

q
(1)

where t is the confidence level (set to 1.28, representing a confidence interval [CI] of 80%) and SDE1 and
SDE2 are the standard deviation of errors (here obtained by comparing through‐water and in‐air DEMs)
for the two DEMs compared. For simplicity, and because SDE was consistent across runs (cf. section 2.2),

Table 2
Roughness Parameters Calculated From Detrended DEMs in This Study

Parameter Formula

Standard deviation (σz)

σz2 ¼ 1

N ′
∑
N ′

i¼1
Zi−Zið Þ2

Skewness (SK)

Sk ¼ 1

N ′σz3
∑
N ′

i¼1
Zi−Zið Þ3

Kurtosis (Ku)

Ku ¼ 1

N ′σZ4
∑
N ′

i¼1
Zi−Zið Þ4

" #
−3

Structure function (DG2)

DG2 Δx;Δyð Þ ¼ 1
N−nð Þ M−mð Þ ∑

N−n

i¼0
∑

M−m

j¼0
z xi þ nδx; yj þmδy
� �

−zðxi; yj
��� �n ���g2

Inclination index (I0)
I0 ¼ nþ−n−

Ns

Note. z represents the bed elevation at location (x, y) in a DEM, N′ is the total number of DEM points and <> represents the mean value. Δx = nδx and Δy =mδy;
δx and δy are the sampling intervals (i.e., DEM resolution) in the longitudinal and transverse directions, respectively; n= 1, 2, 3,…N andm= 1, 2, 3,…M, whereN
andM are the number of DEM points in the same two directions. Following Nikora et al. (1998), horizontal roughness lengths in the streamwise (ΔX0) and the
cross‐stream direction (ΔY0) were calculated from the 1‐D second‐order structure functions DG2 (Δx, Δy = 0) and DG2 (Δx = 0, Δy), respectively, and correspond
to the spatial lags at which the tangent to the scaling region intercepts the saturation level. n+ and n− are the number of positive and negative slopes between
successive DEM points, respectively, and Ns is the total number of slopes. Per convention, a positive slope refers to increasing bed elevations downstream.
Following Millane et al. (2006), slopes whose absolute value is below 0.01 were deemed not reliable (i.e., neither positive nor negative) and were therefore not
counted in the numerator. DEM = digital elevation model.
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SDE = 1.1 mm was used throughout. This resulted in aminLOD of 1.99 mm. Consequently, when the differ-
ence in elevation in a given cell in absolute value is smaller than theminLOD, the change is not sufficient to
be considered a real topographic change (e.g., deposition or erosion) given the measurement uncertainty and
the confidence level and is omitted from the analysis. Hence, we measured volumetric changes between suc-
cessive DEMs as the product of elevation change by cell area (1 mm2), using only those cells indicating suffi-
cient change in regards to minLOD.

Geomorphic change detection using a minLOD is now applied extensively in river studies at the reach scale
or higher (e.g., Brasington et al., 2003; Wheaton et al., 2010). To the best of our knowledge, it has not been
used before on gravel patches. Here, using a CI of 80% promised reliable change detection. However, the
resulting minLOD meant that change detection was essentially suited to small bedforms, gravel size parti-
cles, and sand sheets of thickness at least equivalent to three sand grain diameters (D50,sand = 0.9 mm).
The effects of minLOD on our ability to detect changes in sand content at the gravel bed surface and on
the reliability of our observations made from a DoD were assessed in comparison with the results of an
image analysis technique used as benchmark. The method adopted and the results are presented in the
supporting information.

3. Experimental Observations

In this section we examine the expressions of sand accumulation and evacuation evidenced by our data set
and methods, starting with the pulse morphodynamics. Interpretation of the findings and comparisons with
other research are presented in section 4.

3.1. Pulse Transport

Differences in pulse transport and morphology were observed between runs. For Run 3, sand slowly dis-
persed downstream (Figure 2), without much sand accumulating at the point of introduction. Sand celerity
was close to 0.1 m/min just after introduction and decreased to 0.06 m/min thereafter (Figure 2b). This
resulted in a slight thickening of the sand pulse downstream, which in places could reach the gravels' top
(Figure 3a). However, sand coverage remained patchy, comparable to sand sheets lightly draping areas of
the bed in places, and with sand just able to fill the gaps between gravels otherwise. The second pulse in
Run 3 had very similar effects to the first one in terms of the pulse transport and morphology (Figure 2),
despite the feed rate being almost double (Table 1).

Sand transported faster in Runs 5 and 6, which used the largest feed rate in our experiments (qin = 4.07 kg/
min). A large sand accumulation (sand slug) formed at the point of introduction in the flume, eventually
reaching 5 cm in height. Due to the constant addition of sand from upstream, the slug then grew longitudin-
ally. For Run 6, which used a larger flow rate (Q = 80 L/s, compared to Q = 40 L/s in Runs 3 and 5), sand
movement was also associated with grains that were picked up from the slug and rapidly dispersed down-
stream (forming the leading edge of the pulse). The celerity of the leading edge was faster than 5 m/min at
the start, but it rapidly decreased and stabilized at around 0.8 m/min (Figure 2). The bulk of the pulse
(i.e., the slug) transported more slowly, starting off with a celerity of around 1 m/min, which stabilized to
around 0.5 m/min further downstream (Figure 2).

Visually, the effects of sand addition in Runs 5 and 6 were much more notable than in Run 3. The slug com-
pletely covered the surface with a layer of sand approximately 2–3 cm thick on average. After a short while,
sand dunes formed on the bed, which disturbed the water surface and resulted in a drop in water elevation
(~1–2 cm). The dune frontal geometry was typically 2‐D, and dune propagation meant that regions of the bed
in‐between dunes were exposed to the flow (Figure 3b). For Run 6, gravel movement was observed as the
dunes passed over the bed.

Sand cover thinned rapidly, starting from upstream, and those regions of the bed blanketed by sand were few
and far between, as the sand addition was terminated. Supporting this observation, measured sediment
fluxes (qs) show that most of the sediment feed exited the flume relatively quickly after introduction
(Figure 4). For Run 3, qs returned to near zero 5 hr after the pulse ended. The large sand transport capacity
(qs*/qin > 4) meant that qs (measured at the sediment trap located 8 m downstream of the point of introduc-
tion, causing a little lag in the response) aligned well with the feed rate (Figure 4a). For Runs 5 and 6, sand
transport capacity was smaller than feed rate (qs*/qin ~0.1 and ~0.5 for Run 5 and Run 6, respectively), which
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effectively capped sand transport in the flume (Figures 4b and 4c). Although, qs peaked higher in Run 5,
compared to Run 6, despite the higher flow velocity for Run 6. This can be explained by the dispersion of
sand ahead of the slug in Run 6, which entrained a reduction in the peak transport rate as the slug
reached the sediment trap.

3.2. Effect of Sand Addition on the Bed Topography
3.2.1. Run 3: Small Feed Rate, Long Duration, Low Flow
In the following, we assess how the different pulse morphodynamics observed in the experiment translated
into different effects on bed microtopography and roughness. For Run 3, the first sand pulse filled the gaps
between coarse grains and blanketed low‐lying areas of the bed, effectively smoothing the bed (Figure 5b).
Consequently, many of the small gravels initially visible on the armored bed (Figure 5a) were no longer dis-
tinguishable after sand addition. Instead, streaks of sand can be seen in the lee of a few coarse grains. They
correspond to thicker deposits in the shadow zone behind gravels protruding high into the flow (Figure 5b).
Outside of these relatively small geomorphic changes, comparing Figures 5a and 5b shows that the overall
bed morphology, controlled by the arrangement of coarse grains and bedforms (e.g., humps and hollows),
was unaffected by the sand pulse.

DoDs are presented in Figures 5c–5e. A minimum level of detection (minLOD) is used to filter out those sup-
posed changes in bed topography that may in fact be the result of DEM errors. To evaluate the effect of
minLOD, we varied the confidence level in the DoD using either 80% (t = 1.28) or 95% (t = 1.96) as the CI
in equation (1), corresponding to a minLOD of 1.99 mm (Figure 5d) and 3.05 mm (Figure 5c), respectively.
Using CI = 80%, it was found that sand deposited on 14% of the bed surface as a result of the first sand pulse
(Figure 5d), while using CI = 95% indicated sand deposition over just 7% (Figure 5c). That is, only half of the
deposits detected using CI = 80%were detected when CI = 95%. Comparison of our results with a benchmark
provided by image analysis (cf. supporting information) confirmed the superiority of CI = 80% in that it
improved the ability for detecting sand deposition, which was not counterbalanced by an increase in the

Figure 2. Pulse movement downstream (a) and pulse celerity (b) measured at 1‐m intervals until the bedload trap. Linear
relationships represent sand displacement very well (R2 > 0.95), despite a decrease in pulse celerity with distance
downstream. Time = 0 corresponds to fine sediment introduction. The zero‐distance mark corresponds to the upstream
end of the flume.

Figure 3. Contrasting photographs of the bed surface as the sand pulse traverses the test section during (a) Run 3 (T = 12
hr) and (b) Run 5 (T = 0.5 hr). Obtaining clear photographs through water (H = 0.13 m) required a still water surface,
which was made possible by a significant decrease in flow discharge and raising the flume's tailgate. Flow direction is from
right to left.
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error rate (here the DoD cells wrongly indicating sand deposition). Using a CI below 80%, which we simu-
lated by a reduction ofminLOD below 1.99 mm, increased the error rate, potentially impacting the reliability
of the results. For this reason, the analysis used CI = 80% for the remainder of the study, and hence only
those topographic changes whose magnitude in absolute value was larger than minLOD = 1.99 mm are
considered hereafter.

DoDs show that sand deposited preferably along what seems like two lines parallel to the flow direction,
dividing the flume width (455 mm) into three almost equal parts (Figures 5d and 5e). Quite remarkably, little
sand deposited near the flume centerline. Although we have no data to support this hypothesis, this may be
the result of a nonuniform distribution of bed shear stress and the existence of secondary currents (McLean,
1981; Omran & Knight, 2010). During the first sand pulse (Figure 5d), deposition represented a volume of
sand reaching 143 cm3 (or 371 g). As volumes are evaluated as the product of DoD value by cell area after
thresholding withminLOD, it cannot account for deposition in subsurface pores. Sand deposition was gener-
ally thin, with only 15% (areal) of the deposits thicker than 5 mm, and 50% thicker than 3 mm. Deposition
occurred over 16% of the bed during the passage of the second pulse (Figure 5e), representing a total volume
of 173 cm3 (or 451 g). Two gravel particles weremobilized during the event (indicated in red in Figure 5e) and
were transported over a short distance (<150 mm). Both gravels were initially located above the mean bed
level at an elevation of 4 mm (which corresponds to Z84). Comparison of the DoDs (Figures 5d and 5e) shows
that the regions of deposition after the passage of the first sand pulse persisted during the second pulse, with
sand depositing at new locations and the thickness of the deposits increasing slightly.

In order to explain the mechanisms responsible for sand deposition (similar analysis is later applied to ero-
sion), probability distribution functions (PDFs) of bed elevations were calculated for the regions of the initial
bed (i.e., before sand addition) where sand deposition was detected after the passage of the pulse. For produ-
cing a PDF, regions identified as deposition (alternatively, erosion) in the DoDwere “superposed” on the pre-
pulse DEM to determine the elevation characteristics for those DEM cells only. This analysis shows that sand
essentially covered regions of the gravel bed whose elevations were below the mean bed level before pulse
(i.e., negative elevations). This is represented by a PDF's mean elevation of−4.4 and−4.3 mm (corresponding
to ~Z15 of the prepulse DEM) after the first and second pulses, respectively, and a negative distribution
skewness for both. For the first pulse, only 10% of the regions of deposition had prepulse elevations above
the mean bed level, which increased to 13% after the second pulse. Figure 5c shows that sand deposited at
positive elevations in the case it could shelter behind a coarse grain protruding high into the flow.
Accordingly, we observed a decreasing proportion of DoD cells indicating sand deposition with increasing
bed elevations (Figure 5h). Low‐lying regions of the gravel bed (for instance, with elevations below Z01) were
completely covered by sand after the passage of the pulse, which reduced to 50% for the regions with prepulse
elevations corresponding to 7 mm or Z06. In comparison, sand deposition was identified for only 7% of the
DoD cells with a prepulse elevation equivalent to the mean bed level Z50. A similar tendency was observed
between the thickness of the sand deposits and the prepulse bed elevation, with thicker sand deposits gener-
ally covering low‐lying regions of the bed and a decreasing sand thickness at higher bed elevations (Figure 5i).

3.2.2. Run 5: Large Feed Rate, Short Duration, Low Flow
The DEM for Run 5 at T = 0.5 hr shows irregular dunes over approximately half of the surface (Figure 6a),
while the other half shows the exposed gravel bed with sand deposition limited to pockets between particles.
Sixty‐three percent of the bed represented in the DEM was covered by sand, corresponding to 3,184 cm3 (or

Figure 4. Bedload transport measured at the sediment trap (continuous line with markers), sand feed (dashed line), and sand transport capacity (dotted line)
for (a) Run 3; (b) Run 5; and (c) Run 6. Arrows show the times at which bed topography was measured.
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8278 g). Because of the sand dunes, there is no relation between the locations where sand deposited and the
underlying gravel bed elevations. Compared to Run 3, for which sand deposited mainly at low elevations, a
more centered distribution with a mean elevation limited to regions of deposition of −0.63 mm
(corresponding to Z42 of the prepulse DEM) was measured for Run 5 at T = 0.5 hr. The distribution
skewness remained negative (skewness = −0.48), which is the result of sand depositing in the gaps
between particles where the gravel bed was not covered by dunes.

At the time the pulse exited the flume (T = 1 hr, Figure 6b), the bed (and therefore the PDF of prepulse bed
elevations for the regions of sand deposition) looked a lot more like what was observed during Run 3, with
sand remaining in low‐lying areas of the bed and behind coarse grains (PDF's mean elevation =−3.12 mm or
Z22 and skewness = −0.38). At T = 1 hr, 20% of the bed remained covered by sand, corresponding to 198 cm3

or 514 g.

Figure 5. Repeat measurement of the bed topography during Run 3, showing (a) the DEM of the armored bed before sand
addition (T = 0 hr); and (b) the DEM of the bed at the end of the first sand pulse (T = 12 hr). The DoD between (a,
background image) and (b) was calculated using two confidence levels: (c) t = 1.96 corresponding to CI = 95% and
minLOD = 3.05 mm; and (d) t = 1.28 corresponding to CI = 80% andminLOD = 1.99 mm. Regions of the DoD colored in
yellow in (c) indicate where sand deposited above the mean bed level. The DoD (e) between the armored bed (T = 0 hr,
background image) and the bed at the end of the second sand pulse (T = 19 hr) was calculated using CI = 80%. Flow
direction is from right to left, and vertical scaling is the same for all DEMs. Histograms (f, g) are the probability distribution
functions of prepulse bed elevations at T = 0 hr for the cells identified as deposition at (f) T = 12 hr; and (g) T = 19 hr.
(h) The percentage of DoD cells indicating deposition and (i) sand thickness after the passage of the sand pulses for dif-
ferent prepulse bed elevations. Sand thickness in (i) is presented as a scatter plot for all DoD cells indicating deposition and
using line graphs for the average value. All dimensions are in millimeters. DEM= digital elevation model; DoD = DEM of
differences.
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3.2.3. Run 6: Large Feed Rate, Short Duration, High Flow
For Run 6, the sand pulse traversed the flume very quickly (Figure 2). Compared with Runs 3 and 5, the DoD
(T = 0.3 hr, Figure 7a) shows both significant deposition and erosion. Deposition represents 13% of the DoD
(i.e., 153 cm3/398 g) with erosion accounting for 4% (i.e., 52 cm3 or 136 g). This corresponds to the net deposi-
tion of 101 cm3, or 262 g, of sediment. Similar to previous measurements barring the case where dunes were
present on the bed, sediment (this time sand and gravel) deposited mostly at low elevations (mean elevation
= −5.04 mm, i.e., Z15 of the prepulse DEM) although the bed elevation skewness was not negative this time.
The particularity of Run 6 is the increased gravel transport, and we think that the change in skewness is also
attributable to that. Especially as observations show that some of the transported gravels deposited after con-
tact with a stable grain. They did not necessarily fall in pockets of the bed, which was different from the
observations made for sand.

The PDF of prepulse bed elevations was also calculated for the regions of erosion. Unlike the PDFs for the
regions of deposition, which show the elevations at which sediment grains came to rest (i.e., the pockets' ele-
vation), the PDFs for the regions of erosion show the (particles') top elevation for the grains that were moved
during the passage of the sand pulse. This presentation was preferred since the entrainment probability is
often measured by the drag force, which is directly proportionate to the height of grain protrusion (e.g.,
Lamb et al., 2017). Our results show that essentially sediment grains whose tops were above the mean bed
level were transported (PDF's mean elevation = 5.54 mm or Z90 and skewness = 0.15).

The bed was measured another time at T = 1 hr after the pulse introduction. The regions of sand deposition
observed at T= 0.3 hr can no longer be seen, suggesting that continuing the flow after the pulse had traversed
the test section effectively cleaned the sand from the bed surface. At T = 1 hr, regions of deposition and ero-
sion both accounted for 8% of the bed surface. Although close to 0, the net volume change was for the first
time negative (−15 cm3/−38.7 g). Regions of (gravel) deposition were characterized by a mean elevation of
−4.53 mm (Z18) and a skewness of 0.09, which was similar to the observations made at T = 0.3 hr when
the skewness was 0.06. This supports the observation made previously that gravels do not necessarily come
to rest in pockets of the bed, which was a reason for the negative skewness in the case of sand. The PDF for
erosion measured at T= 1 hr is similar to the PDFmeasured at T= 0.3 hr, showing that eroded grains mostly
had a positive top elevation (mean elevation = 3.97 mm or Z78, skewness = 0.07). However, the depth of

Figure 6. Repeat measurement of the bed topography during Run 5, showing the DoD between the armored bed before
sand addition (T = 0 hr, background image) and (a) the bed during the passage of the sand pulse (T = 0.5 hr), and (b)
the bed after the pulse completely exited the flume (T= 1 hr). The confidence level is t= 1.28 (i.e., CI = 80% andminLOD=
1.99 mm). Flow direction is from right to left, and vertical scaling is the same for all DEMs. Histograms (c, d) are the
probability distribution functions of prepulse bed elevations at T= 0 hr for the cells identified as deposition at (c) T= 0.5 hr
and (d) T = 1 hr. All dimensions are in millimeters. DEM = digital elevation model; DoD = DEM of differences.
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erosion increased, which is indicated by the left tail of the PDF extending toward a new minimum elevation
of −10.51 mm (compared to −6.52 mm at T = 0.3 hr). A reason may be that the pulse smoothened the bed
and loosened particles, which while initially stable were then more easily entrained as the flow
was continued.

3.3. Effect of Bed Flushing on the Bed Topography

The effects of bed flushing identified in Runs 3 and 5 are analyzed in detail hereafter. For Run 6, flushing the
bed at low flow (Q = 40 L/s) did not impact the bed topography significantly with erosion concerning ~1% of
the bed surface. Figure 7b showed previously that the bed had already undergone a cleaning of its sand dur-
ing the continued application of high flow (Q = 80 L/s for 1 hr) after the pulse had traversed the test section.
This left a quasi‐static surface, and a flow rate reduction resulted in virtually no change.

For Run 3, continuing a low flow of Q = 40 L/s after sand feeding was terminated effectively removed most
sand (~90% by weight) from the bed surface. A comparison between the bed infiltrated by sand at T = 19 hr
(i.e., the time at which sand addition was ended) and the prepulse armored bed (T = 0 hr) previously
indicated that 16% of the DEM surface was covered by sand, which was equivalent to 173 cm3 or 451 g of
sediment deposited in response to sand addition (Figure 5e). Now, comparing the DEMs preflushing and
postflushing (Figure 8a) shows that erosion concerned 15% of the bed (i.e., 150 cm3/390 g). Using the
DEM of the bed infiltrated by sand (T = 19 hr) as reference shows that transport occurred mostly for sand
grains with a top elevation just below the mean bed level (mean elevation = −1.41 mm or Z34, skewness
= −0.27), which corresponds on average to the top elevation of the sand deposits (Figure 5). Increasing
the flushing flow to Q = 90 L/s, which is the discharge used for preparing a static armor layer at the start
of each run, further reshaped the bed due to the transport of gravels (Figure 8b), with erosion occurring over
12% of the surface (170 cm3/441 g) and deposition 7% (86 cm3/222 g). This resulted in a bed volume loss of 85
cm3 or the erosion of 184 g of sediment (essentially gravel). Compared to bed flushing with Q = 40 L/s, the
mean elevation for regions of erosion increased (mean elevation = 0.17 mm or Z51) but remained below the
values observed for the erosion of gravel in Run 6 (Figure 7). The reason may be a difference in flow dis-
charge between the two runs, whereby the higher flow rate ofQ= 90 L/s used for bed flushing in Run 3 (com-
pared to Q = 80 L/s in Run 6) could erode sediment grains deeper in the bed. However, the relatively small
difference between the two flows suggests that this is only part of the explanation. What is readily observed in
Figure 8b, when a gravel is flanked by blue on one side and red on the other side, is the indication that zones
of erosion/deposition are in fact the result of gravels repositioning (not transport) with the flow. Those grains
that could not be entrained but simply wobbled and rotated due to the flow are found at lower elevations

Figure 7. Repeat measurement of the bed topography during Run 6, showing the DoD between the armored bed before sand addition (T= 0 hr, background image)
and (a) the bed just after the passage of the sand pulse (T = 0.3 hr), and (b) the bed after the pulse completely exited the flume (T = 1 hr). The confidence level is t =
1.28 (i.e., CI = 80% and minLOD = 1.99 mm). Flow direction is from right to left, and vertical scaling is the same for all DEMs. Histograms (c, d, e, f) are the
probability distribution functions of prepulse bed elevations at T= 0 hr for the cells identified as deposition at (c) T = 0.3 hr and (e) T = 1 hr, and the cells identified
as erosion at (d) T = 0.3 hr and (f) T = 1 hr. All dimensions are in millimeters. DEM = digital elevation model; DoD = DEM of differences.
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than transported grains. Another reason would be the sand that was still present on the bed despite initial
flushing at a discharge of 40 L/s. This sand was finally removed when high flow (90 L/s) was applied for
bed flushing.

For Run 5 (Figure 9) directly applying a large flushing flow rate (90 L/s) on a bed with sand on the surface,
erosion concerned 33% (536 cm3/1395 g), while deposition accounted for 10% (133 cm3/345 g). Before bed
cleaning, sand covered 20% of the DEM (198 cm3/514 g, Figure 6b). Therefore, substantial gravel transport
occurred as a result of bed flushing in Run 5. Visually, and also supported by the PDF, erosion picked up
gravels reposing high on the bed, whereas sediment deposited at low elevations, such as troughs in the
bed, and against the higher sediment forms.

3.4. Surface Roughness Adjustment

Previous sections have evaluated the effects of sand addition and flushing on the bed microtopography. In
this section, morphological change is assessed in terms of surface roughness using a range of statistical ana-
lyses applied to the successive DEMs (Table 2).

A general observation for the three runs examined is a modification of the surface roughness as sand
accumulates on the gravel bed and a return to prepulse conditions following bed flushing (Figure 10).
There are some exceptions, which are discussed below. First, there are no significant changes (p > 0.05)
in bed elevations' horizontal roughness lengths and kurtosis between the initial armored beds and the beds
infiltrated by sand, suggesting that these parameters are not sensitive to the effects of sand addition. The
effects of sand addition evidenced by our data are (i) a reduction of the bed elevation standard deviation,
(ii) an increase in bed elevation skewness, and (iii) an inclination index measuring particle imbrication
in a direction parallel to the flow becoming negative. This indicates a smoother bed due to sand, as sand
fills the gaps between particles, and that particle imbrication characteristic of the armored surfaces
(represented by a positive I0) is no longer identifiable. In particular, a negative I0 after sand addition
indicates the predominance of negative slopes, which in this case is associated to sand deposition in the
lee of gravels (cf. Figure 5b).

Observations for Run 5 generally differ from Runs 3 and 6. Especially at T = 0.5 hr, the bed elevation stan-
dard deviation and skewness were insensitive to sand addition when dunes occur, at least in terms of the
medians, while horizontal roughness lengths responded with a significant increase (Figure 10). The latter
could not be determined using moving windows, as the dunes extended beyond the window size (here,

Figure 8. Repeat measurement of the bed topography during Run 3, showing (a) the DoD between the bed at the end of the second pulse (T = 19 hr,
background image) and the bed after 67 hr of bed flushing with Q = 40 L/s (T = 86 hr); and (b) the DoD between the bed cleaned with Q = 40 L/s
(T = 86 hr, background image) and the bed after 24 hr of bed flushing with Q = 90 L/s (T = 110 hr). The confidence level is t = 1.28 (i.e., CI = 80% and
minLOD = 1.99 mm). Flow direction is from right to left, and vertical scaling is the same for all DEMs. Histograms (c, d) are the PDFs of preflushing bed
elevations at the end of the second pulse (T = 19 hr) for the DEM cells identified as (c) deposition and (d) erosion at T = 86 hr, while histograms (e, f) are the
probability distribution functions of bed elevations after bed flushing at Q = 40 L/s (T = 86 hr) for the cells identified as (c) deposition and (d) erosion
at T = 110 hr. All dimensions are in millimeters. DEM = digital elevation model; DoD = DEM of differences.
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5D50A × 5D50A) and prevented the saturation region, that is, the spatial lag or distance at which bed
elevations are not correlated anymore, to be attained. In this case, roughness lengths (e.g., ΔX0) was
measured over the entire DEM and reached 50.1 mm, which is considerably larger than ΔX0 measured for
the other runs where ΔX0 was <15 mm. Run 5 also differed in terms of bed flushing. When a return to
prepulse conditions was observed for Runs 3 and 6, σZ and ΔX0 increased significantly following bed
flushing for Run 5. We believe this is due to flushing at a high flow rate on a bed still covered by sand. We
observed previously that significant bed erosion occurred in this case (Figure 9). Bed stability was restored
at the condition a new armor layer developed. The latter was characterized by larger grain‐scale
morphological roughness (Figure 10).

In terms of spatial variability for the different roughness parameters, using amovingwindow shows that it did
not vary in response to sand addition and bed flushing in that the interquartile range represented by the size
of the boxes remained constant. The exception is themeasurement of the bed topography at T= 0.5 hr in Run
5, which shows accentuated spatial variability in σZ due to the gravel bed being half covered by sand dunes.

4. Discussion
4.1. Assessment of Analysis Methods

Gravel bed surface adjustments resulting from sand addition and flushing have been examined in a con-
trolled laboratory environment using repeated measurements of the bed topography in order to, first, quan-
tify changes in the bed microtopography and roughness and, second, determine the patterns of sediment
deposition and erosion that drive those changes. Surface roughness was assessed using a range of statistical
parameters commonly used for gravel beds (e.g., Bertin & Friedrich, 2018; Smart et al., 2002), while subtract-
ing successive DEMs to form a DoD provided an efficient and effective means to assess the magnitude and
spatial extent of topographic changes (Brasington et al., 2003; Wheaton et al., 2010).

The ability to obtain high‐resolution (1‐mm grid spacing) and high‐accuracy (SDE = 1.1 mm) DEMs
through‐water with photogrammetry, without the need to drain and refill the flume, warranted minimal
external influence on the bed surfaces measured and an unprecedented level of geomorphic change detec-
tion from a DoD. However, despite the rigorous approach adopted to optimize DEM quality, and hence mini-
mize errors in the DEMs (Bertin et al., 2015), residual measurement uncertainty eventually limited our
ability to detect small geomorphic changes. The minimum level of detection (minLOD) in this study was esti-
mated to be 1.99 mm.

The effect of minLOD on measured sand accumulations was assessed using an image analysis technique as
benchmark (cf. supporting information). The ability to accurately monitor sand patches on a gravel bed sur-
face using image analysis was demonstrated by others previously, in the case of artificially colored sediment
(e.g., Gibson et al., 2011; Sklar et al., 2009). For natural sediment, standard image analysis based solely on
pixel intensity is not sufficient to automatically detect sand from gravel, due to similar colors. This required
a purpose‐built image analysis technique and manually coloring sand in photographs. This operation was
extremely tedious and time consuming, which means that although acceptable for providing a control data
set, image analysis could not be applied globally and at a large scale.

Figure 9. Repeat measurement of the bed topography during Run 5, showing (a) the DoD between the bed after the pulse completely exited the flume (T = 1 hr,
background image) and the bed after 24 hr of bed flushing with Q = 90 L/s (T = 25 hr). The confidence level is t = 1.28 (i.e., CI = 80% and minLOD = 1.99 mm).
Flow direction is from right to left. Histograms (b, c) are the PDFs of preflushing bed elevations after the pulse completely exited the flume (T = 1 hr) for the
cells identified as (b) deposition and (c) erosion at T = 25 hr. All dimensions are in millimeters. DEM = digital elevation model; DoD = DEM of differences;
PDF = probability distribution function.
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When image analysis results are compared with our topographic measurements it suggests that sand deposits
with a thickness below minLOD may account for a significant proportion of all sand accumulations (up to
60% areal; Figures S2 and S3). These sand accumulations cannot be detected using topography remote sen-
sing presently available. Despite these limitations, this study demonstrates that measuring bed topography
can provide important new insights on the processes associated with sand addition and flushing in gravel
bed rivers. Importantly, minLOD prevented the introduction of detection errors (e.g., DoD cells wrongly
identified as deposition or erosion, Figure S3); this promised reliable observations made from DoDs and
therefore guaranteed a high level of confidence for the findings.

Ongoing technological development (e.g., high‐resolution cameras) will continue to improve our capability
to detect small (approximately millimeters) geomorphic changes from DEMs. Other improvements may

Figure 10. Evolution of surface roughness for Run 3 (a, d, g, j, m), Run 5 (b, e, h, k, n), and Run 6 (c, f, i, l, o). Boxes
represent 25th–75th percentile range, notches indicate the interval for the median at a 95% confidence level, lines
within boxes indicate median, lines above and below boxes show the range of extreme values which are not considered
outliers (i.e., values within 1.5 of the interquartile range), and red crosses indicate outliers. Boxes are black for the armored
beds before sand addition, blue for the beds infiltrated by sand, and red for the beds after flushing. The roughness
parameters were calculated over square moving windows of size 5D50A × 5D50A with a 25% overlap. The size of themoving
windows prevented the measurement of ΔX0 at T = 0.5 hr in Run 5. The graphs for ΔY0 are similar to those of ΔX0 and
thus are not presented. Dashed lines show the median value for the parameters before sand addition.
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result from applying more complex minLOD calculations, for example, methods harnessing the spatial
coherence of sediment deposition and erosion (Wheaton et al., 2010). It is also imaginable that the effects
of sand addition and flushing can be identified directly from bed surface photographs in future studies, at
the condition that image analysis proves adequate to distinguish natural sand from gravel. Further work
in this area would benefit field investigations for which the accurate measurement of submerged bed topo-
graphies remains challenging. In the laboratory, the improved ability to obtain both DEM and imagery data,
for instance with the use of photogrammetric methods, means that the changes identified using image ana-
lysis can be mapped on the DEMs to determine their topographic signature.

4.2. Sand Pulse Effect on Bed Microtopography and Roughness

The range of flow conditions and feed rates used in the experiment meant that the sediment pulse adopted
different expressions, from a thin and patchy sand sheet to a sand layer completely draping the gravel bed.
These are believed to be representative of phenomena observed in nature, as it has been reported by others
before (e.g., Frostick et al., 1984; Lisle, 1989, 2007). Although our ability to model the forms and processes
associated with fine sediment addition and flushing was limited by the number of tests and the experimental
design, varied conditions were used to showcase the wealth of information that can be derived from bed
topographies. For the small feed rate with respect to the transport capacity (Run 3), sand was observed to
infill pockets and drape low‐lying areas of the bed, with higher deposits (sand streaks) forming in the lee
of gravels protruding high into the flow. This effectively smoothed the bed, only minimally affecting coarse
grain arrangement and bedform shape (e.g., the bed undulations formed with water‐working). Large and
short‐lived sediment pulses (Runs 5 and 6) differed in that a sediment slug formed at the point of introduc-
tion, due to the flow not being able to carry the sand so quickly. The topographic expression of the slug
evolved through distinct phases, which we summarize herewith. A thick layer of sand first covered the
bed completely, transforming the initially coarse channel bed into a sand bed. As the front of the slug trans-
lated downstream, sand dunes formed and the bulk of transport was associated to dunes propagating. Upon
terminating the addition of sand, the trailing edge of the slug started migrating downstream, leaving sections
of the bed already traversed in a state resembling what was observed for a small feed rate, with sand lightly
draping the surface and infilling bed pockets. The variations of sand bedform morphology observed in this
study are consistent with previous research, which showed the occurrence of flow‐parallel sand streaks (also
called ribbons) under conditions of strong supply limitation and a smooth transition to dunes of increasing
size and irregularity with decreasing supply limitation (Kleinhans et al., 2002; Tuijnder et al., 2009).

The topographic signature of the pulse barring the case when sand dunes cover the bed can be represented by
a reduction in the bed elevation standard deviation and inclination index and an increase in bed elevation
skewness, while kurtosis and horizontal roughness lengths did not change significantly due to the sand addi-
tion. Changes in the parameters aforementioned is in conformity with the visual smoothing of the bed and
sand infilling bed pockets observed here and in other studies (e.g., Frostick et al., 1984; Kuhnle et al., 2013).
Sand also filled the gaps between imbricated gravels and formed long deposits, thinning downstream in the
shadow of protruding grains. Gravel imbrication was no longer identifiable after sand addition, with the
inclination index adopting negative values (Figure 10). When sand dunes formed on the bed, the topographic
expression of the pulse essentially manifested itself by a significant increase in horizontal roughness length,
due to the large spatial extent of the dunes.

Previous studies measuring the effects of sand (or granule) addition on the flow hydraulics showed that infill-
ing the pockets in a coarse surface layer resulted in near‐bed velocity increases and reduced bed shear stress
and turbulent fluctuations (Venditti et al., 2010b; Wren et al., 2011). It can be hypothesized that changes in
near‐bed flow properties can be related to variations of bed topography and surface roughness identified by
our measurements. For instance, recent work proposed that the mean elevation of sand with respect to the
gravel surface is an important parameter to explain the reduction in bed shear stress, with numerous prac-
tical applications. Grams and Wilcock (2007, 2014) developed a bed‐sand coverage function to predict sand
transport in suspension over a coarse immobile bed represented by hemispheres. Likewise, Kuhnle et al.
(2013, 2016) presented relationships whereby the mean elevation of sand is used to predict sand transport
and the cleanout depth for a given discharge. The relationships were derived from a series of flume experi-
ments conducted over a manually screeded bed made of well‐sorted gravel, with fine sand filling the bed
from the bottom‐up, which currently limits the applicability of the findings. The results presented
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herewith (e.g., Figures 5–9) extend the range of conditions previously tested and maximizes the generality of
the findings by using natural gravel water‐worked to form a realistic surface before sand addition.

In spite of the recognition that changes in bed microtopography and roughness (e.g., different bed arrange-
ments) are processes responsible for the increased mobility of gravel following sand addition, previous stu-
dies did not consider the bed topography exhaustively. Linking the changes in surface roughness to their
effects on bedload transport was recently attempted by Barzilai et al. (2013) in the case where silt and
clay‐size material was introduced into an ephemeral river by a flash flood. Conversely to themobilizing effect
of sand, a gravel framework infilled by silt and clay is more resistant to entrainment, which in the case of the
Nahal Eshtemoa (Israel) was represented by an increase in the critical shear stress to initiate bedload by a
factor of 2 (Barzilai et al., 2013). Analysis of surface roughness was limited to the standard deviation of
bed elevations, which showed a significant decrease when the gravel bed was infilled by fine sediment, indi-
cating bed smoothening and a reduction in grain‐scale morphological roughness. The same tendency
observed in this study when sand is added to a water‐worked gravel bed, however with contrasting effects
on gravel transport, supports the conclusion that the cohesion imparted by silt and clay plays a predominant
role in restraining sediment transport (Barzilai et al., 2013).

4.3. Can a Gravel Bed Return to Prepulse Conditions Following Bed Flushing?

The quantity of sand present on the coarse surface layer thinned rapidly after the passage of the pulse
(Grams & Wilcock, 2007, 2014). This was indicated by a sediment flux returning to near 0 in a few hours
after sand addition stopped. The reduction in sediment transport was even more rapid as the flow cleaning
the bed was high (Figure 3). In this case, surface sand, even when protected in bed pockets and in the sha-
dow behind coarse grains, was more easily entrained by the flow. This observation is in conformity with the
theoretical work of Detert and Parker (2010) and the measurements carried out by Kuhnle et al. (2016),
which showed that the depth of erosion for sand infiltrated into a gravel bed is proportional to the shear
velocity at the bed.

Roughness parameters were observed to return to the conditions measured before sand addition, which sup-
ports our finding that most surficial sand was removed with bed flushing. When the effect of sand addition
was a reduction in grain‐scale morphological roughness, the opposite was observed during bed flushing with
an increase in the standard deviation of bed elevations (σZ) and inclination index (I0). In terms of modeling
flow resistance using σZ as a bed roughness parameter (Smart et al., 2002), our results imply that flow resis-
tance effects operating on the bed (e.g., the partition between water depth and flow velocity) can be restored
to the situation before sand addition through bed flushing.

Interestingly, flushing with the armoring discharge (i.e., 90 L/s) was observed to rework the normally stable
armor layer in Run 5 but not in Run 3, which in the case of Run 5 resulted in a new armor layer with larger
morphological roughness. For Run 3, a first cleaning of the bed at low flow (Q = 40 L/s) prior to application
of the armoring discharge effectively removed most sand from the bed surface and restored roughness para-
meters (e.g., σZ and I0) to their value before pulse (cf. Figure 10). In comparison, Run 5 used the armoring
discharge directly on a bed with sand accumulations (Figure 6b) and a reduced surface roughness
(Figure 10). The contrast between Run 3 and Run 5 suggests that sand content at the bed surface is an impor-
tant control on bed stability, which was also identified by Perret et al. (2018). Another implication from our
observations may be the possibility to use roughness parameters such as σZ and I0 to assess changes in sand
content at the surface of a gravel bed and to forecast the effect of bed flushing.

Subsurface processes differed from the observations made at the bed surface. Removing the sediment from
the test section at the end of a run indicated that sand penetrated into the bed to an average distance equiva-
lent to a few coarse grains diameter. This observation is in line with the results of numerous studies that can
help to determine the propensity of fine sediment to infiltrate into a coarser framework and to describe the
conditions in which this happens (e.g., Dudill et al., 2017; Gibson et al., 2010; Huston & Fox, 2015; Wooster
et al., 2008). The volumes of sand removed from the test section after bed flushing amounted to ~1.9 kg
(σ = 0.13 kg, n = 5), corresponding to ~3% by weight of the complete sediment mixture. No significant var-
iation was observed between the different runs despite the range of conditions (e.g., volume of the pulse, flow
hydraulics, and initial bed condition) used for the tests. In our experiments, the armoring discharge was the
maximum discharge used for bed flushing. It would therefore be interesting to test the effect of bed flushing
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with a discharge above the critical stability of the armored bed and the capability it has for cleaning the fines
from the subsurface (called depth flushing; Wu & Chou, 2003). Although it was not tested directly, the
experiments by Dudill et al. (2017, 2018) suggest that fine grains penetrate into a moving bed due to granular
interactions via a process called kinetic sieving, suggesting that once fine sediment has infiltrated into a clean
gravel bed, the composition of the latter appears to be permanently modified. For laboratory studies, this
means that natural granular interactions occurring in moving beds may not be completely reproduced in a
model when starting an experiment with a clean gravel bed. At lower flow velocities, such as in this study,
we observed that sand in the subsurface does not play as important a role on surface processes as the sand
present on the surface.

5. Conclusions

We presented a new laboratory data set testing and implementing topography remote sensing to study the
effects of sand addition on gravel bed microtopography and roughness. Such measurements have not been
obtained previously, despite it being frequently assumed that grain‐scale modifications of the bed topogra-
phy due to the inrush of fine sediment are responsible for changes in the overall bed morphology and ecol-
ogy. Through bed flushing, we determined if the changes due to sand addition are reversible.

Repeated measurements of the bed topography were obtained with photogrammetry. This enabled geo-
morphic changes due to sand addition and bed flushing to be confidently determined by applying a mini-
mum level of detection. Changes in surface roughness were analyzed using a range of parameters
commonly used for gravel beds.

Our results confirm that the addition of sand on a water‐worked gravel bed modifies the bed topography. We
found that sand deposits mostly in low‐lying areas of the bed. Fifty percent of the deposits had a thickness of
less than 3 mm. Thicker deposits formed in the lee of coarse and protruding grains, even depositing sand
above the mean bed level. In terms of surface roughness, the addition of sand had a notable effect on the
bed elevation standard deviation, skewness, and the inclination index, but the effect on parameters like kur-
tosis and horizontal roughness lengths was not significant. Overall, these observations suggest a smoother
bed after sand addition, with sand filling the depressions on the surface and concealing gravel imbrication,
but the overall bed morphology (e.g., the bed undulations and coarse grain arrangement) remained unaf-
fected. Increasing the sediment supply above the transport capacity afforded by the flow resulted in a gravel
bed buried by sand and the formation of sand dunes. In this case, the bed should be considered as a sand bed,
resulting in the presence of different transport mechanisms as compared to a gravel bed.

Sediment fluxes measured in the flume showed that most of the sand propagated as a pulse. Sand deposits
thinned rapidly upon the supply termination. Bed flushing, with a flow sufficient to move sand, cleared
the bed surface from the sand accumulated and allowed a return of the bed roughness to the prepulse con-
ditions. Bed flushing with a discharge equivalent to the armoring discharge reworked the normally stable
surface layer, which was another proof that sand increases the transport capacity for gravel, and triggered
an accentuated armoring of the bed. However, excavating the beds indicated that sand remained in the pores
below the surface layer, which could not be removed by bed flushing.

Discussion of our experimental results in association with previous research suggests that fine sediment
addition to an initially clean gravel bed will impact the gradation of the bed permanently, due to fine sedi-
ment penetrating further into the bed during mobile bed conditions. More research is needed to address
the connections between the changes in bed microtopography and roughness and the effect on near‐bed
hydraulics, as this may prove beneficial for our understanding of bedload transport for mixtures of gravel
and sand. It is expected that continuous progress in topography remote sensing and image analysis techni-
ques will benefit future studies interested in measuring the topographic signature of sand addition and
bed flushing by easing current limitations related to the application of a minimum level of detection.
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